
 

   

 

 

Topic 4: Mitigating Risk & Safety Considerations in the Virtual Care Ecosystem  

Before a clinical encounter, ask yourself:  

 Are there any organizational processes that are in place if a crisis should arise? 
o If yes, how would I devise a plan to follow those guidelines at a time of crisis (e.g., patient 

crisis)? 
o If no, who should I engage to develop these standard processes? 

 
 What are some phrases or signals my patient and I could use with each other if their environment is 

or no longer becomes safe or private to discuss their health? 
o If I treat multiple family members, how will  these phrases or signals differ so that it's easy 

for me to remember? Where will  this be noted? 
 

 Are my patients aware of these phrases or signals? 

During a clinical encounter, ask yourself:  

 Does the patient's physical and emotional environment feel safe and private?  
o If no, what is your plan or strategy to help change that? 

 
 Has the patient or family indicated that their environment may not be safe? What is their body 

language like?  
 

 Am I actively notifying and following up with patients when a technology fails or malfunctions?  
o If yes, what am I doing to do so? 
o If no, who should I engage to develop these standard processes? 
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